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the information used in the bookmarks is sourced from
bookmarks collected by scanning web pages, the text files
of which are often generated by a static server-side
processing. such servers tend to not support a dynamic
description of the document, and rely on providing a
human-readable text, which might be plain text, html or a
combination of both. the renderer expects the description
text to be a string provided by the user in a form the
renderer can understand. this means that it needs to
parse the text. if the description consists of some html
tags, these need to be correctly handled by the rendering
agent. html tags are processed as plaintext, but as the
tags are not handled by the rendering agent, they might
not be rendered correctly, though they might still be
available to the renderer as they are included in the input
html string. when a document with non-standard markup
is rendered, the renderer will first try to process the
description text and accept it as is. if the result looks
strange or unexpected, try it without the description text.
if the missing description still produces a strange result,
try parsing and interpreting the document again and
include the resulting output as a fallback in case no
description is provided. by default, the browser tries to
use a heading element to present the description text to
the user, but may fall back on other tags, which may or
may not make a distinction between rendering and
description text. when rendering a bookmark within a
match helper , the rendering agent will not simply let the
match helper apply the content, but it will format the
content itself. if no content is present, the agent's result is
what the user sees.
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ok, so everyone has a chance to say hello to their
japanese friend, why is your friend being so polite? while

your friend might have been surprised, your japanese
friend knew that this was what was expected of him and
so he did exactly as was expected of him. to quote the

great manga manga revolution , “so what?” is “the
japanese response to both pain and suffering in life”. it’s a
deceptively simple concept, and can be used as the basis

for all sorts of creative ways of working. if you’re lucky
enough to have japanese friends, perhaps you can earn
back some of the money that you spent on those sake

bongs . after all, who doesn’t like to get an instant shot of
happiness whenever they sit down to have a drink? take it
away! if you’re wondering what a “pig heads” festival is,
it’s a type of summer festival which sees pigs sacrificed,

and the head of each pig placed on top of a (usually
stone) altar. this is traditionally a very old festival, being

thought to date back all the way to the time of the genpei
war , when the heads of many defeated commanders

were placed on an altar and worshipped. as you sit at the
dinner table with japanese friends, you’re likely to notice

something that’s hard to spot in your own country:
everyone’s eating salted fermented bacon . the dishes are

all quite different, with some preferring their food in a
bowl and others preferring it in a spoon. robin informed
me that, "your site autodeskblog.blogspot.com has an

auto-rss feed, but unfortunately the rss bandit software
doesn't work with that feed. it is a fairly common case

where rss bandit has trouble figuring out what is the rss
feed itself." 5ec8ef588b
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